The reviews are in... From our friends at Opera Lafayette:

"[Frédéric Antoun possesses] a voice with pleasing characteristics, including ringing, mesmeric top notes... A star is born...."

"Ms. Morley truly sang like an angel, or in this case almost a goddess, on stage and in this role."

"Taylor Raven’s warm tone on the lower part [of the Flower Duet], purring but now as well quite flexible..."

"The banter of this group of clueless tourists received comic vitality from... confident performances..."

"Alfred Walker deployed his stentorian bass-baritone to the angry role of Nilakantha, justified, seeing his country occupied, his religious practices banned, and his daughter wooed away by a foreigner."

"As usual, Antony Walker assembled an extraordinary cast down into the supporting roles. The colonial quintet of British expats, including Antoun, sang with sparkle and verve, and delicacy."

"Hadji..."

"The other major role is Gérald, who falls desperately in love with Lakmé; he was played by much sought after tenor Frédéric Antoun. I found Mr. Antoun to be impressive. He has a beautiful voice, and importantly, he brought romance to the role."

"The audience applauded aria after aria, and the standing ovation at the end was one of the most enthusiastic I have witnessed... This is a cast that the Metropolitan Opera would have been proud of..."

"From Michael Rogers at Opera Gene:

"[Delibes] masterly rendered..."

"Master David Hanlon directing the Chorus provided an authoritative and sensitive rendering of Delibes’ beautiful and melodious music."

"Conductor Antony Walker leading the Washington Concert Orchestra and Chorus received a tremendous ovation, many in the audience standing..."

"Ms. Morley truly sang like an angel, or in this case almost a goddess, on stage and in this role."

"The reviews are in... From our friends at Opera Lafayette:

"From Charles T. Downey of Washington Classical Review:

"Walker conducted the score with confident efficiency, coordinating the offstage entrance, where she sang from off stage."
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